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To test whether spiking activity of six to eight simultaneously
recorded
neurons in the frontal cortex of a monkey can be
characterized
by a sequence
of discrete and stable states,
neuronal
activity is analyzed
by a hidden
Markov model
(HMM). Using the HMM method,
we are able to detect
distinct states of neuronal activity within which firing rates
are approximately
stationary.
Transitions
between states, as
expressed
by concomitant
changes
in the firing rates of
several units, occur quite abruptly.
The significance
and
consistency
of the states are confirmed
by comparison
with
simulated
data.
The detected states are specific to a monkey’s response in a
delayed localization
task, allowing
correct prediction
of the
response in -90%
of the trials. Similar predictive power is
achieved by a model based simply on the response histograms
Introspectively, we conceive most of our mental activity as evolving serially in a sequence of mental states related to our memories, plans, and thoughts. A great deal of this mental activity,
however, is not likely to be time-locked
to specific sensory or
motor events. This fact complicates the efforts of neurophysiologists to interpret neuronal activity that may be related sequentially
to mental processes. For example, during the delay period of
common behavioral tasks such as delayed localization or delayedmatch-to-sample,
memories can tie formed, attention can shift,
and plans for actions can be made at varying points in time, yet
most methods for analyzing neuronal activity, such as the peristimulus time histogram (PSTH), only permit detection of activity
modulations
that are locked in time to a stimulus onset or to
execution of a movement.
If, indeed, neuronal activity in some cortical area goes through
a sequence of states related to mental activity, transitions between
these states are likely to occur at variable times and to manifest
themselves by concomitant
changes in the firing rates of many
neurons, switching abruptly from one set of firing rates to another.
Some models of neural networks, which are characterized
by
sequences of quasistable states (Hopfield,
1982; Amit, 1989),
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(PSTH) of the units. The two models reach this predictive ability
with different time courses: the PSTH model gains predictive
power with a higher rate in the first second of the delay, and the
HMM gains predictive power with higher rate in the next 3 sec.
In this later period, conventional
methods such as the PSTH
cannot detect any firing rate modulations,
but the HMM successfully captures transitions
between distinct states that are
specific to the monkey’s
behavioral
response and occur at
highly variable times from trial to trial.
Our results suggest that neuronal activity in this later period
is described best as transitions among distinct states that may
reflect discrete steps in the monkey’s mental processes.
Key words: rhesus monkey; spike-train analysis; hidden Markov
model; state dynamics; frontal cortex; delayed localization

provide additional motivation to search for stable states of neuronal activity. The frontal cortex is especially suitable for studying
the existence of such neuronal states, because it has been implicated to play a major role in high-level processes such as working
memory and planning of movements (for review, see Milner and
Petrides, 1984; Fuster, 1985, 1988; Goldman-Rakic,
1987).
The goal of this paper, therefore, is twofold. The first goal is to
introduce
an implementation
of the hidden Markov model
(HMM)
(Baum, 1970) that allows for the detection of firing-rate
modulations
that are not locked in time to external events. The
second goal is to apply this model to the activity of several neurons
that are recorded simultaneously
from frontal cortical areas in
monkeys performing
a delayed localization
task to test whether
this activity can be characterized
by sequences of discrete and
stable neuronal states, which might be related to mental states.
Under the HMM, neuronal activity is assumed to be in one of
a small number of states that give rise to specific firing rates of the
recorded units; the sequence of states is assumed to be governed
by a time-homogeneous
Markov chain. These states are referred
to as “hidden”
because they are not observed directly but are
assumed to govern the observed spike trains. We estimate the
HMM parameters and systematically study the firing rate modulations that are associated with transitions between states. In
addition, we study the specificity of the detected states to the
monkey’s behavioral responses by comparing the predictive power
of the HMM to that of a method based on the PSTH.
The results of this work suggest that two types of underlying
dynamics characterize the neuronal activity in the frontal cortex.
The early period after a presentation
of a visual stimulus (first
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Figure I. The sequence of behavioral
events in the dclaycd IocaliLation
task. In the GO mode, the monkey starts a trial by pressing a central startof-trial key. Then a ready light turns on and after 3-h ICC a visual stimulus
appears either from the right OI- from the left. After a random
delay of
I-32 sec. during which the monkey
has to pa-css the central start-of-trial
key, a change in the color of the ready light serves as a GO signal, after
which the monkey
has to leave the central key and touch the cut light
within 1.2 sec. The NO-GO
mode proceeds
exactly like the GO mode,
cxccpt that at the GO signal the monkey
has to refrain from responding
for at least 1.2 set to get the reward.

1-l .5 set) is marked
by large modulations
of firing rates, which are
time-locked
to the appearance
of the stimulus.
The later period
is
characterized
by distinct
states of neuronal
activity
that occur at
highly
variable
times, yet arc specific
to the monkey’s
behavior.
These states, therefore,
might reflect
some of the monkey‘s
intcrnal states occurring
during
the delay period.
Partial
results of this research
were prescntcd
in Scidemann
et
at. (1994)
and Abeles
et al. (1995).

MATERIALS

AND METHODS

Hehrrcioml
task
Two fcmalc rhesus monkeys
were trained to perform
a delayed localiz:ttion task with two behavioral
modes, GO and NO-GO
(Fig. I). In the GO
mode the monkey
started a trial by pressing a central start-ol-trial
key.
Then, a ready light turned on and atter 3-h set a visual stimulus appeared
for 200 mscc tither
to the right or to the left of the ready light. The
monkey had to mcmoriac
the location of the visual CLK while continuousI)
pressing the start-of-trial
key during a random
delay (I. 2, 4, S. 10, or 32
XC). A change in the color and intensity of the ready light served as a GO
signal, after which the monkey
had to rclcasc the start-of-trial
key within
0.6 set and touch the cut
light within another
0.6 sec. If the monkey
rclcascd the start-of-trial
key before the appearance
of the GO signal. the
trial was aborted. Correct
rcsponsc was reinforced
by 0.2~0.3 ml of juice.
The NO-GO
mode proceeded
exactly like the GO mode. except that
the monkey
had to ignore the GO signal and keep pressing on the cenlral
start-of-trial
key for at lcast 1.2 xc after the GO signal lo get the rcwat-d.
Thus. the GO/NO-GO
task allows one t(? study the way in which the same
sensory
information
is processed
under diffcrcnt
behavioral
demands.
After the execution
of four successful trials OT one mode, all of the lights
turned on for 3-4 set: this served as R sign for the monkey to switch from
one behavioral
mode to the other.
After the monkey
reached a SUCCCIS lcvcl of >80%~, the monkey
was
anesthetized
under aseptic conditions
and a stainless steel chamhcr was
implanted
above its frontal cortex. The recording
started al”ler a rccovcry
period and repeated
practice.
Single-unit
activity was rccordcd
from around the dor\omcdial
hank of
the arcuatc sulcus. 1n pt-evious studies. we found that ;40%
of the units
in this area modulate
their firing rates in relation to one or scvcral aspecta
of a similar
task. In addition,
it was shown that cooling
and local
injections
of dopaminc
antagonists
in thi\ arca caused deficits
in the
ability of monkeys
to execute similar dclaycd localization
tasks (Fustcr
and Hauct-,
1974: Sawaguchi
et al., lOc)4).
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Spiking
activity
was recorded
by a circular
array of six glass-covered
tungsten microclcctrodcs
(0.5-1 .O mm apart). which wcrc conncctcd
to a
micromanipulator
that allowed their indcpcndcnt
up and dov,n moccmcnt. The recorded
signal was filtcrcd
in the range oi‘ 0.2-X.0 kl 17 and
sorted by multispike
detectors.
In the recording
from monkey
B. two
dctcctors based on principal
components
(Abcles. 1077) and four window
discriminators
(SlopciHeighl
window
discriminators,
Frcdrick
Haer k
Co. Cat. No. 74&60-l.
Brunswick,
ME) were used. In the recording
from
monkey
C, six dctcctors
based on template
matching
[Multi
Spike Detector (MSD),
Alpha-Omega
Engineering.
Nazareth,
I\racl] ucrc cased.
The sorters, which were controlled
intcractivcly
during the experiment,
allowed separation
of up to three single units from each clcctrodc.
‘l‘hc
overall maximal
number
of simultaneously
recorded
units was 16. Typically, one or two well isolated units wcrc recorded
from each clcctrodc.
Iiorizontal
cyc movcmcnts
were recorded
by clcctl-o-oculogram
electrodcs. The times of occurrence
of spikes and behavioral
event\ L\CI-C
mcasurcd
with I msec resolution
and stored on disk for subsequent
analysis.
Datu

set

Four recording
sessions in which at lcast six units were well separated
from each other and stable l’or at least 200 trials wcrc chosen for analysis.
We analyzed
the ncuronal
activity in the first 4 see of the dclap period
after the visual cut in the trials in which the delay period was ut /et/s/ 4 SK.
The analy/.ed
data WCI-c classified into l’our behavioral
conditions:
the
monkey pcrformcd
a GO task with a visual stimulus from the right (GOr)
or from the left (GOI),
or a NO-GO
task in which the stimulu\
was from
the right (NGr)
or from the left (NGI).

This section gives a short and intuitive
introduction
to the HMM.
A more
formal description
of the model and the paramctcr
estimation
algorithm
arc given in Appendix
(I and 2).
Our imptcmcntation
ol’ the IIMM
is based on the l’ollowing
assumptions. (I) The neuronal
activity is well characterized
by a rclativcl
small
number of hidden states; at every moment in time, the system is in one of
these states. (2) In each hidden
state. the neurons
fire according
to
homogeneous
Poisson process. This means that in any state the neurons
fire with constant
firing rate. whcrcas
the precise tuning of spike\ is
random.
(3) IHiddcn states change as a time-homogcncous
Markov
chain.
This implies that at any moment
in time, the probability
of making
a
transition
from the cul-lrcnt hidden state to any of the others is a constant
that dcpcnds only on these two statcs.
Figure 2u shows a diagl-ammatic
representation
of an HMM
ba\cd on
the activity of six units with three hidden states, represcntcd
by boxes
Each state displays its profile of fu-ing rate\ for the six rccordcd
units. At
any moment
in time, the system is assumed to be in one of these three
states. Therefore,
the cul-rent hidden state dctcrmincs
the tiring rates of
the units at that time step. After
any time step, thcrc is a certain
probability
of staying at the same state or making a transition
to any of
the other states. These prohabilitics
arc indicated by the (EI’IVM’.\ from each
state to itself and to the other states.
For any given data set of ncuronal
activity
and a predctermincd
number
of states. the Baun-Wctch
algorithm
(Baum.
1970) may hc
applied to estimate the moat likely HMM
paramctcrs:
the proliles of the
firing rates in each state and the transition
probabilities
between \tntcs.
The algorithm
starts from an initial guess, similar to the one rcprcscnled
in Figure 20. and itcrativcly
Iinds paramctcra
under
which the likelihood
of the data is higher.
Figure 2h shows a diagrammatic
rcprcscntation
of the HMM
pal-anetcrs, estimated
for a data set that includes the spiking activity of 6 unit\
in 93 GOr trials (presented
as a raster display in Fig. 3~). Thi\ data \ct
was litted adequately
well by an HMM
with \ix hidden stales (see next
section l’or further discussion regarding
the number of hidden state\). The
profile of firing rates that characterirca
each state is indicated
within the
corresponding
box. Typically.
diffcrcnt
states give rise to diffcreni
liringrate profiles.
For example,
the lirina 0 ratca of unils 2. 4. and (1 a*c much
lower in state 2 than in state I. A reduction
in the lirlng rates of thc\c
units. thcrcfore,
might indicate a transition
from state I to state 2.
As in Figure 211. the I~~DM;S indicate
the prohahllity
of staying at the
same atatc and the probability
of transition
from WC atatc to anothcl- at
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Figure 2. Diagrammatic
representations
of the HMM.
a, An example of an HMM
with three hidden states, represented
by boxes. Each box displays the
profile of firing rates of six units that characterize
the corresponding
state. The probabilities
of transitions
between states are represented
by arrows, and
the thickness of the arrow corresponds
to the probability
value. The arrow from each state to itself corresponds
to the probability
of staying at that state
at any time step. b, HMM
parameters
that were estimated
for the data set presented
in Figure 3. This data set was fitted by an HMM
with six hidden
states. Transition
probabilities
that are <10V4 are not presented.
The width of the arrows between states is exaggerated
with respect to the arrow from
a state to itself, because at 1 msec time-step
transition
probabilities
are typically
1O-*-1O-3
times lower than the sojourn probability.
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any time step. In this representation,
the thickness
of the arrow corresponds to the probability
of transition.
Typically,
most of the possible
transitions
have a very low probability
(<10m4)
and therefore
are not
shown. The probability
of transition
from most hidden states is concentrated mainly in a transition
probability
to one other state. One can see
that initially
the system is directional
in time, will eventually
reach state
5 and, thereafter,
will alternate
between states 5 and 6.
Using a time step of 1 msec, which is smaller by an order of magnitude
from the typical sojourn time within states, causes transition
probabilities
that are typically much smaller than the probability
of staying at the same
state (the ~~YOWS from each state to itself). The probability
of staying in
the same state at any time step [the sojourn probability,
P(i,i)] determines
the average
sojourn time in state i in a simple way: under the HMM
assumptions,
the sojourn
times are distributed
geometrically,
and the
average sojourn time in state i is l/(1 - P(i,i)]. For example, a probability
0.99imsec of staying at the same state (i.e., a probability
of O.Ol/msec of
making
a transition
to some other state) corresponds
to an average
sojourn time of 100 msec. In this example, state 1 has the shortest average
sojourn time (160 msec), whereas state 5 has the longest (1420 msec).
After estimating
the HMM
parameters
for a given data set, it is easy to
calculate two quantities
of interest. (1) For each trial, we can calculate the
probability
of each hidden state at every time step. These probabilities
allow us to estimate the most likely sequence of hidden states behind each
trial. (2) Given several different
HMMs
(for the different
behavioral
conditions),
we can calculate
the likelihood
that the spike train of any
given trial was produced
by any of these models. This allows us to predict
the behavioral
condition
as that under which a particular
spike train is
most likely.

The estimation of the HMM parameters: practical considerations
The HMM
parameters
were estimated
separately
for the trials of each of
the four behavioral
conditions
by the Baum-Welch
algorithm.
The data
set subjected
to the estimation
included
only trials in which the monkey
performed
the task correctly.
To apply the algorithm
to the data, we first
determine
the best values of the number of hidden states and the initial
probability
vector (probability
of starting at any state at time step one).
The Baum-Welch
algorithm,
given these constraints,
finds the maximum
likelihood
estimates of the transition
probabilities
between states and the
firing rates of the units in each hidden state. The algorithm
starts from an
initial guess of these parameters
and iteratively
finds parameters
under
which the likelihood
of the data is higher. The next sections explain our
methods for choosing the number of hidden states, the initial probability
vector, and the initial guess of the transition
probabilities
and firing rates.
Initial probability vector. The probability
of starting
at any one of the
hidden states at time step one had only a minor effect on the model into
which the algorithm
converged
and on the average likelihood
of the data.
We tried two types of initial probability
vectors:
an equal probability
of
starting at any state and a probability
of 1.0 to start at state 1. Even when
we started with equal probabilities,
one state dominated
the first period
and the model parameters
into which we converged
were similar (other
than shuffling state numbers).
We therefore
used a probability
of 1.0 of
starting at state 1 throughout
our analysis. We note that our data set starts
at the onset of the visual cue, whereas the actual response of the units
starts after a delay of 50-150 msec. Thus, state 1 is likely to represent
the
background
activity before the visual response.
Number of hidden states. Obviously,
changing
the number
of hidden
states produced
changes in the estimated
parameters.
However,
when
we increased
the number
of states beyond
six to eight states, the
probability
of transition
into the additional
states was close to zero (see
Results regarding
the distribution
of transition
times for an example).
In three recording
sessions, adding states beyond six, and in the fourth
session adding states beyond eight, did not change the likelihood
of the
data significantly.
Because our data are sparse and because the HMM
allowed
the prediction
of the monkey’s
behavioral
response
quite
accurately
with six to eight states, we used an HMM
with six hidden
states in three analyzed
sessions and eight states in the fourth recording
session. We return
to the issue of the number
of hidden states in the
Discussion.
Initial guess of transition probabilities and firing rates. Even for a given
number
of hidden states and initial probability
vectors,
the likelihood
function
may have multiple
local maxima and, therefore,
the estimated
parameters
may depend on the initial guess of the transition
probabilities
and firing rates. There is no obvious
way by which one could know
whether
the maximum
of the likelihood
function that was reached is local
or global. To overcome
this difficulty,
we started the algorithm
from
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different
initial guesses and chose as our parameters
the ones under
which the data had the highest likelihood.
We did not attempt
to make any quantitative
analysis or exhaustive
search to test for the effect of the initial guess on the estimated
HMM
parameter.
Our observation,
however,
was that for guesses with sojourn
probabilities
close to 1.0, the algorithm
converged
to essentially the same
states, independently
of the first guesses of firing rates and transition
probabilities.
When the algorithm
started
with a guess in which the
sojourn probabilities
were CO.9 (corresponding
to an average
sojourn
time of <lO msec), the average likelihood
of the data under the estimated
parameters
was significantly
lower. We therefore
used throughout
our
analysis
a guess with high sojourn
probabilities
(on the order
of

0.95-0.999).
RESULTS
Single-trial
activity versus average
response
Figure 3a presents the raster display of six units that were recorded simultaneously during one recording session. The neuronal activity in 93 trials in which the behavioral mode was GO and
the visual cue appeared on the right (GOr trials) is shown. Each
line in the raster display represents the spike train of a single unit
during one trial, where each spike is represented by a dot. The
trials are shown, one on top of the other in their chronological
order, aligned to the onset of the visual cue. The time interval
illustrated includes the first 4 set of the delay.
These neurons clearly modulate their firing rates in the first
second after the presentation of the visual cue, but later in the
trial no responses that appear at a consistent time can be observed. Therefore, the changes in the average firing rates of the
units, which are depicted in the PSTH (Fig. 36), are restricted to
the early period of the delay.
During the delay period, the monkey may plan an arm movement toward the location of the visual stimulus and hold this plan
in register while attending to the GO signal, among other cognitive processes. Such cognitive processes, however, may not be
tightly time-locked to the onset of the visual cue and may have
variable time courses from trial to trial. Can we observe any
additional
firing rate modulations
that occur at variable times
during the delay and that, therefore, may reflect memory or
planning related processes?
Figure 4, a and b (bottom traces), shows in more detail the
spiking activity in two single trials taken from this raster display.
When the spiking activity in single trials is examined, it becomes
clear that there is more going on than what can be seen in the
PSTH. Units modulate their firing rates even in the later part of
the trial. Furthermore,
units tend to modulate their firing rates
concomitantly. Intuitively, one might think that the increase in the
activity of units 1, 2, and 3 after 1.1 set (Fig. 4a, bottom truce) and
the sharp decrease in their firing rates after 2.6 set reflect transitions between
trial (Fig. 4b,

states

of neuronal

lations

at different

activity.

Similarly,

in the second

bottom truce), units 1,2,3, and 4 increase their firing
rates simultaneously
at 450 msec and then decrease it at 600
msec-or
after -2.8 set units 1,3, and 4 increase their firing rates
concomitantly
for half a second. Because these firing-rate moduoccur

times

in

different

trials,

they

are

ob-

scured by the PSTH of Figure 3.
To study these modulations systematically, one needs a method
that detects firing-rate modulations even when they are not timelocked to external events. This can be achieved by the HMM.
Single-trial
activity under the HMM analysis
Figure 26 illustrates the HMM parameters that were estimated
under the GOr trials that are presented as a raster in Figure 3.
Once the most likely HMM parameters for a data set are found,
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3. a, Raster display of 93 GOr trials from recording
session BL29. The figure illustrates
simultaneous
activity of six well isolated units during 4
the delay in trials with delay of at least 4 sec. Each trial is represented
by a line, each spike by a dot. Trials are aligned to the presentation
of the
stimulus and arranged,
one on top of the other, in their chronological
order. b, A PSTH of the neuronal
activity in a in which the activity from all
trials is summed and quantized
into bins of 20 msec.
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Figure 4. The spike trains of two GOr trials from recording
session BL29
(taken from the raster display shown in Fig. 3) are shown during 4 set of
delay in the bottom traces of a and b. An HMM
with six hidden states was
estimated
for all the GOr trials (Fig. Zb). For each trial, the computed
probabilities
of each one of the hidden states at every millisecond
are
shown above the trial’s spike train (the number
of the most probable
hidden state also is indicated).

one can go back to the single trials and compute the probability of
each one of the hidden states at any moment in time (Eq. 6,
Appendix 1).
These probability functions are shown above the spike train of
each trial in Figure 4 (top traces). In the first trial, the probability
of state 1 is very high for 150 msec. Then there is a sharp transition
and state 2 becomes highly probable, then states 3, 4, and 5
become most probable.
There are several interesting features in this figure. First, for
most of the time there is one state that is much more probable
than the others. Second, periods in which there is a transition
from the one most probable state to the other are relatively short.
Consequently, the estimated transitions between states, which are
associated with concomitant changes in the firing rates of several
units, appear to be quite sharp. One can also see that the HMM
systematically finds the states that can be detected by eye in the
spike trains. Finally, although these two trials have a similar
sequence of hidden states, the timing of transitions between states
is very different. State 3, for example, which starts at 1.1 set and
lasts almost 1.5 set in the first trial (Fig. 4a), begins at 450 msec
and lasts only 150 msec in the second trial (Fig. 4b). The ability to
accommodate such variable timing is one of the major advantages
of the HMM, and makes it especially suitable for the analysis of
neuronal processes with variable time course.
Figure 5 illustrates two NGr trials from the same recording
session. Generally, the HMM parameters-firing
rate vectors and
transition probabilities-were
quite different in the different behavioral conditions and across recording sessions. Because different recording
sessions were conducted
in different locations
within the frontal cortex, the firing-rate vectors and transition
probabilities
did not show strong similarities
across recording
sessions. However, some similarities could be seen. Within each

.:....
.,-..I .._.:L’.;

-- .I.
_ _-. .
2000
Time (ms)

.., 1 _, :
4000

Figure 5. Two NGr trials from recording
session BL29. The probabilities
of the six hidden states at every millisecond
during 4 set of delay are
plotted above the spike train of each trial.

recording session, the first two or three HMM states tend to be
dominated by the visual response and, therefore, are relatively
similar according to the direction of the visual cue (GOr is more
similar to NGr, and GO1 is more similar to NGl). These first states
tend to have directional transition probabilities
(as in the first 4
states in Fig. 2b). In the later part of the trials, the firing-rate
vectors associated with the hidden states and the transition probabilities between these states tend to become similar in NGr and
NGl, whereas GOr and GO1 states remain separated. An example
of these later states in one recording session is presented in Figure
9. The transition probabilities
between these later states show no
directionality,
and the later part of the trial is spent typically in
transitions back and forth among as many as four states.
Thus, although the HMM parameters that were estimated for
the NGr trials are quite different from those estimated for the
GOr trials, the hidden states probability functions for these trials
(Fig. 5) show the same general characteristics.
Distinct states
predominate,
and the sharp transitions between them are associated with concomitant changes in the firing rates of several units.
Estimated
hidden states in simulated
Poisson
spike trains
The probability functions that are presented in Figures 4 and 5
appear to support the existence of stationary states with sharp
transitions between them. However, it can be argued that the
HMM assumptions would force such states and transitions on any
time-varying spike trains.
We would like to test whether the HMM could force such
structure onto a data set in which units fire independently
with
deterministic firing rates that are time-locked to the beginning of
the trial. Preferably, units in this data set would have the same
average response as in the real data. The next section describes
the method we used to estimate the average firing-rate modulations of the units. We then will describe the simulated data set that
is based on these average firing rates.
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Figure
6. The estimated firing rate functions of the six recorded units
under the NHPM assumptions.
Instead
of using a constant
size bin (as in
the PSTH of Fig. 3b), a window that contains a total of 100 spikes from all
of the trials is used. The firing rate is estimated as the inverse of the length
of the interval that contains the 100 spikes. This method smoothes the
noisy fluctuations that can be seen in the PSTH and provides a constant
relative error.

Estimation of the averagefiring rates
The PSTH in Figure 3b depicts the modulations

of the average
firing rates that are time-locked to the onset of the visual stimulus
in the GOr trials. In this PSTH, the spikes from all of the trials are
summed and quantized into bins of 20 msec. The quantization
of
the neuronal activity into 20 msec bins gives a relatively noisy
estimate of the firing rates.
We would like to compute a continuous approximation
of the
underlying firing-rate A,“)(t), 1 5 t 5 4000, from the responses of
unit j during all trials of behavioral condition i. Because for each
behavioral condition we had at most 100 trials and each neuron
fires -1-50 times/set, a 1 msec window will contain on average
0.1-5 spikes/neuron
(assuming 100 trials), hardly enough to estimate the firing rates. Assuming smoothness of the functions, we
estimate A/“)(t) as the average of h,‘“)(s) for s in the near vicinity of
t, adaptively using a narrower window size in a period of high
activity and a wider window under low activity. If A remained
constant for some time, its estimate based on a window of y1msec
in k trials would have mean A‘ and SD ,/!
= m.
Hence, to have a constant relative error (SD/mean) of say lo%,
we should aim at nkh = 100. We apply this rule-of-thumb
by
estimating A,“)(t) as the inverse of the length of the time interval
(symmetric around t), which contains a total of 100 spikes from
neuron j during all of the trials of behavioral condition i.
The results of this smoothing analysis, when applied to the GOr
trials of recording session BL29, are shown in Figure 6. This
procedure eliminates most of the noisy fluctuations in the PSTH
(compare Fig. 3b) while capturing the significant features of the
average response.

HMM analysisof simulated nonhomogeneousPoissondata
We used the firing-rate functions that were estimated from the
PSTH to produce simulated data in which spikes are distributed as
a nonhomogeneous
Poisson process. Thus, simulated units fire
spikes at rates that vary over time in a deterministic
manner, but
the exact timing of individual spikes is random. This procedure
eliminates all of the non-time-locked
and correlated firing-rate
modulations
of the real data while preserving the time-varying
average firing rates.
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Figure
7. Two simulated trials that were generated using an NHPM with
the firing-rate functions shown in Figure 6. The parameters of an HMM
with six hidden states were estimated for the 93 simulated trials. The
computed probabilities of each one of the states are shown above the spike
train of the trials.

Table 1. Percentage
of time with one dominant
state in the
experimental
data and in simulated
NHPM
data

Recording session

Experimental

data

Simulated data

BL29
BL21
BL16

82.6
62.0

25.9
24.9

65.5

18.3

CR43

65.1

16.4

For each recording
session, simulated
NHPM
data were generated
using the firing
rates that were estimated
for the recorded
units. The same number of trials as in the
experimental
data set was generated
in the simulation.
The simulated
data were
analyzed
under the HMM,
and the percentage
of time in which one of the hidden
states had a probability
that exceeded
0.8 was computed
for the experimental
neuronal
data and for the simulated
NHPM.

The same number of trials as in the real data set were simulated
for each behavior in each recording session. The HMM parameters then were estimated for each of the simulated data. Figure 7
presents spike trains of two typical trials taken from the simulation of the GOr trials in recording session BL29.
The computed probabilities
of the hidden states are shown
above each simulated spike traid. Although the transition probabilities during the first second resemble those in the real data, the
probabilities
in the rest of the trial differ dramatically. No clear
states and sharp transitions between them are observed in this
later period. Instead, one can see a competition
between two
alternative states.
Clearly, the HMM does not detect states with sharp transitions
between them in the later period in which the simulated units fire
with stationary firing rates. To get a better measure of this
property, we compute the percentage of time in which one of the
states has a probability >0.8. Table 1 illustrates the clear differences between the real and the simulated, nonhomogeneous
Poisson data sets.
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Although in the real data one state predominates for 60-80%
of the time, this happens only in 15-30% of the time in the
simulated, nonhomogeneous
Poisson data.
These results suggest that the states and sharp transitions
detected in the real data under the HMM analysis reveal real
properties of the neuronal activity and are not simply an artifact
of the HMM-analysis
method.
Average
firing rates around
transition
times
In the examples presented in Figures 4 and 5, the transitions
between the HMM states are associated with sharp and concomitant changes in the firing rates of several units, switching from
one relatively stationary state to another. How typical are these
transitions to the neuronal activity that we analyze, and how well
are they detected by the HMM?
To answer these questions, we measure the averaged firing
rates of the units around the timing of the detected transitions
(the time in which there was an alteration in the most probable
state). If sharp transitions between states are an artifact of the
HMM assumptions and if the firing-rate modulations are actually
slow and gradual in most of the trials, we would expect to see slow
and gradual changes in the average firing rates around the detected transition times. Furthermore,
if the firing-rate changes
corresponding
to the different units are not correlated significantly, we would expect the average firing-rate modulations of the
different units around the detected transitions to have a different
time course.
Figure 8a presents the average firing rates of five units from
recording session BL29, around the time of transitions between
states 3, 4, 5, and 6; the sixth unit was mostly silent in all of these
states. We focus on the transitions between these states because
they are associated with the later period of the delay. The spike
counts are measured in windows of 25 msec around the transition
times; only time segments in which the first state was most
probable for 100 msec before the transition time, and the second
state for 100 msec after the transition, are included in this analysis.
The average firing rates before and after the transitions can be
compared with their expected values under the HMM (presented
in the corresponding
boxes of Fig. 2b). For example, the expected
firing rates of units 2, 3, and 5 in state 3 are 44, 24, and 14
spikes/set, respectively, and 4, 1, and 17 spikesisec in state 4,
respectively. Consequently, units 2 and 3 show a major decrease in
their firing rates in windows of 25 msec before and after the
transition time, whereas unit 5 maintains its firing rate. Similarly,
the transition from state 4 to state 5 is associated with a decrease
in the firing rates of units 2 and 5 and a slight increase in the firing
rate of unit 1; the transition from state 5 to state 6 is associated
with a concomitant increase in the firing rates of units 2, 4, and 5,
whereas the transition from state 6 back to state 5 shows the
opposite modulations.
Unit 2 modulates its firing rate in all of
these transitions, demonstrating
that the same unit can modulate
its firing rate concomitantly
with different neurons in different
transitions.
Because of the relativeIy low firing rates, the Iimited number of
trials, and the Poissonian nature of the data, these PSTHs are
quite noisy. Still, most of the transitions are associated with sharp
modulations of the average firing rates of several units, whereas
the firing rates in the periods before or after the transition are
relatively stationary. Furthermore,
the firing-rate modulations
of
the different units appear to occur over similar time courses.
To test how well concomitant firing-rate modulations could be
detected if the neuronal activity were in the form of an HMM, we
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8. The PSTH of units l-5 around transition times. Times in which
the most probable state changed were considered transitions. The time
segments that are analyzed include a period of 100 msec before the
transition, when the first state is the most probable, and 100 msec after a
transition, when the second state is the most probable. Spike counts are
measured in 2.5msec windows. a, PSTH around transitions between states
3, 4, 5, and 6 in recording session BL29 (GOr trials). b, PSTH around
transitions between states 5 and 6 in a simulated HMM data set based on
the parameters estimated for GOr trials of BL29 (Fig. 2b). c, PSTH
around transitions between states 5 and 6 in the shuffled data set of BL29
(GOr trials) in which spike trains of different units were combined randomly across trials.
Figure

generated a simulated HMM data set using the parameter values
estimated from the real data (Fig. 2b). The HMM parameters for
this simulated data were re-estimated, and the average firing-rate
modulations
around transition times were measured. Figure Sb
presents the firing-rate modulations
around transitions between
states 5 and 6 in the simulated HMM data. These transitions
appear to be similar to those detected in the real data (Fig. 8a),
suggesting that the HMM-limited
by the relatively low firing
rates, the Poissonian nature of the spike trains, and the limited
amount of data-cannot
do much better in detecting such firingrate modulations.
This simulated HMM data provide another interesting measure: in this simulation, the actual state at any moment in time is
known. Thus, the actual hidden state can be compared with the
state predicted by the HMM analysis. In -90% of the times, the
most likely hidden state under the HMM analysis was the correct
state, demonstrating
that on simulated HMM data the HMM
provides a very good estimate of the underlying
sequence of
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states. Thus, if the HMM postulate is adequate, the empirical
estimates we obtained can be considered reliable.
These results provide further support for the existence of stationary states of neuronal activity. The units clearly tend to modulate their firing rates together and abruptly. The HMM analysis
appears to capture these stable states and to detect the sharp
flipping between them reliably.
Estimated
hidden
states in a shuffled
data set
To characterize further the role of concomitant firing-rate modulations in establishing the HMM states, we conducted HMM
analysis of a shufled data set. In principle, even if units fire
independently,
occasional concomitant
firing-rate
modulations
could occur by chance and then be detected by the HMM across
all trials of a given behavioral condition. To test whether the
HMM could impose concomitant
firing-rate modulations
on a
data set in which units modulate firing rates independently,
we
reorganized the data set by combining the responses of the units
at random across the trials of the same behavioral condition. A
typical trial in this shuffled data might include as “simultaneous”
spike train the spike times of unit 1 in trial 10, unit 2 in trial 31,
unit 3 in trial 54, and so on. The advantage of the shuffled data set
is that it maintams the intrinsic characteristics
of the spiking
activity (i.e., bursting activity) and eliminates correlated firing-rate
modulations that are not time-locked to the stimulus.
HMM paramctcrs were estimated for the shuffled data set, and
the average firing-rate modulations associated with the transitions
between the states occurring in the later part of the delay were
measured. Two examples of these PSTHs are given in Figure 8c.
As expected, Cng-rate
modulations of mainly one unit are associated with these transitions. The HMM constructs the later
hidden states according to the unit that shows the most marked
changes from high to low firing rates. The average firing-rate
modulations
around the transition times in the shuffled data set
(Fig. 8c) reflect, therefore, the lack of concomitant
firing-rate
modulations
in this data set.
Figure 9 presents the HMM states that are associated with the
later part of the trial under the four behavioral conditions in
recording scion BL29. In the GO mode, the later part of the trial
is associatei; with transitions back and forth between states 5 and
6; in the >l,J-GO mode, this period is associated with transitions
back and forth from state 4 to states 5 and 6. Again, most of these
states differ in the firing rates of several units. For example, in the
NGr beh,!vior the transition from state 4 to state 5 is associated
with an increase in the firing rate of all units other than unit 6.
Similar transitions cannot be found when the shuflled data set is
analyzed by the HMM. In the shuilled data, the detected states
differ primarily in the firing rate of a single unit.
Thus, the absence of marked concomitant firing-rate modulations in the shuffled data indicates that coordinated
firing-rate
modulations are an important property of neuronal activity in the
frontal cortex and are well captured by the HMM analysis.
The distribution
of transition
times
The trial-to-trial
variability in the estimated time of transitions
between hidden states is apparent in Figures 4 and 5. To investigate this variability, we registered the timing of a transition
between states whenever an alteration in the most probable state
occurred. For example, we register a transition from state 5 to
state 4 at 12.50 msec in the first NGr trial (Fig. 5~) and at 1700
msec in the second trial (Fig. 5b). The distribution
of transition
times in all of the GOr and NGr trials of the same recording
session (BL29) is shown in Figure 10, a and b, respectively.
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Figure 9. The firing-rate
vectors of the HMM
states that are associated
with the later 2 set of the delay in the real and shuffled
data from
recording
session BL29. For each behavioral
condition,
the real data set
and shuffled data set in which responses of single units were combined
randomly
across trials were subjected
separately
to estimation
of the
HMM
parameters.
The figure presents the firing rates of the six units in
the later two states of GOr and GOI (state 5, gray; state 6, black) and the
later three states in NGr and NGI (state 4, light gray; state 5, dashed dark
gray; state 6, black). The real data are presented
on the left, and the
shuffled data are presented
on the right.

Most of the transitions between the first three or four hidden
states occur in the first second after the onset of the visual cue.
The timing of these early transitions
appears to be centered
around a typical value. For example, transitions from state 2 to
state 4 occur typically 450 msec after the onset of the visual cue in
the GOr trials and at 350 msec in the NGr trials. Transitions
between states 5 and 6 appear to be distributed uniformly in the
later 3 set of the GOr trials. In the NGr trials, this later period is
characterized
by transitions back and forth between state 4 and
states 5 and 6 which, again, are distributed uniformly.
The distribution
of transition times in the NGr trials provides
an example for a redundant state. Almost all of the transitions
from state 2 are to state 4 directly and not through state 3 (as in
the two trials presented in Fig. 5). In this case, elimination of state
3 is not likely to affect the likelihood of the data.
These results suggest that, in the early period of the trials, the
transitions between hidden states are relatively time-locked to the
onset of the visual cue. However, transitions in the later 3 set or
so are not time-locked and, accordingly, the changes in the firing
rates underlying
these transitions cannot be detected by any
time-locked measure such as the PSTH.
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Illustration
of the procedure
used to predict the monkey’s
response. The probability
of a spike train under each of the four models
corresponding
to the four behavioral
conditions
is computed
first. The
behavioral
condition
for which the model gives the maximal probability
is
chosen as the prediction.
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10. The distribution
of transition
times between hidden states in
all of the GOr trials of BL29 (93 trials; top) and NGr trials (83 trials;
bottom). Times in which the most probable state changed were considered
transitions.
The numbers of transitions
observed
over all of the trials in
windows of 10 msec are presented.

Prediction
of the monkey’s
response
under the HMM
So far, we have estimated the HMM parameters sepurately for
trials of each one of the four different behavioral conditions: GOr,
GOI, NGr, and NGl, analyzing only trials in which the monkey
performed the task correctly.
We would like to know how specific the HMM parameters are
to the monkey’s behavioral cdnditions. Intuitively, the specificity
should be measured by the ability of the model to predict the
monkey’s response from the spike train of a single trial. Thus, for
each of the four behavioral conditions, we estimated the most
likely model parameters for the observed data, as discussed previously. Figure 11 shows a diagram of the Bayesian prediction
procedure that we used.
To predict the monkey’s response, we simply compute the
posterior probability
that the spike train of a given trial was
generated by the model of each of the four behaviors, and we
choose as our prediction the model under which the spike train is
most probable. The posterior probabilities
are computed according to Equation 5 (for more details, see Appendix, 1).
The first step in this analysis is to estimate the model parameters separately for each behavioral condition. To compute the
likelihood
of a single trial, we performed the estimation of the
HMM parameters omitting the spike train of this trial from the
data set. We then computed the likelihood of that trial under the
models of the four behavioral conditions. This jack-knife procedure was repeated for each and every trial in the data.
Table 2 displays the percentage of errors in the predictions of

Table
under

2. Percentage
of errors in prediction
the HMM,
NHPM,
and HPM

BL16
GO/NO-GO
GOriG
NGr/NGl
BL29
GO/NO-GO
GOriG
NGriNGl
BL21
GO/NO-GO
GOriGOl
NGr/NGI
CR43
GO/NO-GO
GOriGOl
NGriNGl

of the behavioral

condition

HMM

NHPM

HPM

8.5
7.6
15.6

8.5
2.5
13.9

12.0
17.6
28.7

7.6
5.1
14.8

8.8
4.0
10.1

17.5
20.7
38.1

7.1
13.7
21.2

4.2
11.8
11.8

8.0
25.5
46.3

15.8
2.7
16.0

11.6
0.7
17.3

28.6
18.1
34.6

The procedure prescntcd in Figure 11 was used to predict
the monkey’s
behavioral
condition
in each one of the trials. Fpr each recording
session,
the percentage
of
errors in prediction
of GO versus NO-GO,
GOr versus GOI, and NGr versus NGI is
presented
separatcly.

the monkey’s response under the HMM. To estimate the predictive power of the HMM, we separately compute the percentage of
correct predictions of the behavioral mode (GO vs NO-GO), the
direction of the visual cue in the GO mode (GOr vs GOl), and the
direction of the visual cue in the NO-GO mode (NGr vs NGl). For
the GO versus NO-GO and GOr versus GO1 predictions,
the
HMM predicts the monkey’s response in -90% of the trials. The
percentage of errors in the NGr versus NGl discrimination
is
larger than in the other two categories. Because the direction of
the visual cue is irrelevant to the monkey’s behavior in the
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NO-GO mode, it is not surprising that the activity of frontal
neurons does not reflect the direction as clearly as in the GO
trials.
The estimation of the model parameters for each behavioral
condition was based on the trials in which the monkey performed
the task correctly. We used the model derived from the correct
trials to analyze trials in which the monkey made an error. Again,
we used the measure of highest posterior probability to identify
for each trial the most likely behavioral condition under which it
was produced. Because of the spars&y of the monkey’s errors
(<lo%
of the trials), all of the errors (e.g., GO behavior in a
NO-GO trial and vice versa or an error in the localization of the
cue in the GO mode) were combined into one class in this
analysis.
In 46 of 99 error trials, the behavior predicted by the HMM also
differed from the expected behavior. Thus, the model predicted an
alternative behavior (to the behavioral condition) in -50% of the
trials in which the monkey made a mistake (in contrast to 10% in
the correct trials).

Comparison with standard methods
The nonhomogeneousPoissonmodel
A common way to evaluate the neuronal response is via a PSTH.
How well can the monkey’s behavior in a single trial be predicted
using the PSTHs related to the different behaviors?
To predict the monkey’s behavior from the time-locked neuronal response that is measured in the PSTH, we assume that the
neurons fire according to the time-varying firing-rate functions
that are estimated using the smoothed PSTH method (see Results
regarding estimation of the average firing rates). In addition, we
assume that the precise timing of spikes is random as in a nonhomogeneous
Poisson model (NHPM)
and that spike trains of
different units are independent.
Our model parameters
in this case are the firing rate functions A:‘)(t) (1 5 t 5 4000) for each unit j in any behavior i.
After estimating
these firing rate functions (see Fig. 6) we
easily can compute the probability
of any spike train under the
model associated with each behavior (Eq. 9; see Appendix 3 for
more details). This allows us to predict the monkey’s behavior
using the same prediction procedure that was applied under the
HMM (Fig. 11).
The predictive abilities of the’ NHPM and HMM are quite
similar (Table 2). The NHPM predicts the behavioral mode (GO
vs NO-GO) and the direction of the visual cue in the GO mode
(GOr vs GOl) in -90% of the trials. As with the HMM, the
number of confusions between NGr and NGl is relatively larger.
In 35 of the 99 trials in which the monkey made a mistake, the
NHPM predicted an “alternative”
behavior (to the behavioral
condition). Hence, the ability of the NHPM to predict the monkey’s mistakes is somewhat worse than that of the HMM (46199).

The homogeneousPoissonmodel
An even simpler method for analyzing neuronal activity is the
average number of spikes (or spike count) during some period
after an external event. This method uses only the mean of the
time-varying firing rates. We compared the predictive power of
this method, which corresponds to a homogeneous Poisson model
(HPM), to the predictive ability of the HMM and the NHPM. The
HPM is very similar to the NHPM model, except that A?)(t) is
assumed to be constant in t. We estimate h,c’) as the average
number of spikes/msec that neuron j fired in behavior i. The
likelihood is calculated as in the NHPM model (Eq. 9). In agree-
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ment with previous works that demonstrated
the valuable information in the firing-rate modulations
(Optican and Richmond,
1987; Richmond and Optican, 1987, 1990a,b; McClurkin
et al.,
1991) the results presented in Table 2 indicate that the predictive
power of the HPM is significantly worse than the predictive power
of the NHPM and the HMM.
Our results indicate that predicting the behavioral condition
using 4 set of delay activity is a relatively
easy task. The
posterior probabilities
on which predictions
are based turned
out to be extremely close to 1 in the successful 90% of cases
and to be grossly wrong in the others. In such clear-cut data,
many models can provide high predictive power. For example,
a neural network
trained with back-propagation
provides a
similar predictive power as the HMM and the NHPM on the 4
set of delay activity (E. Seidemann
and N. Interator,
unpublished observations).
A comparison
of the predictive power of
the HMM and the NHPM under more difficult conditions
is
presented in the next section.

The predictive power of the HMM and the NHPM in
the later part of the delay
The HMM and the NHPM predict the monkey’s behavior with
similar accuracy when 4 set of the delay are analyzed. To compare
the predictive ability of the HMM and the NHPM in the later part
of the delay, we excluded the first 1, 2, or 3 set of the delay and
attempted to predict the monkey’s behavior based on the later
1-4, 2-4, or 3-4 set, respectively. The HMM and NHPM parameters were re-estimated for each truncated period, and the predictive power in each period was compared with the predictive
power obtained with the entire 4 set period (Table 2). The results
of this analysis pooled over all recording sessions are shown in
Figure 12u. The HMM and the NHPM were used to separately
predict the behavioral mode (GO vs NO-GO; shortdashedline),
the direction of the visual cue in the GO mode (GOr vs GOl; solid
line), and the direction of the visual cue in the NO-GO mode
(NGr vs NGl; long dashedline).
In Figure 12, the percentage of errors is shown separately for
the HMM (black lines) and the NHPM (gray lines)for the entire
4 set period and for the later 3, 2, or 1 sec. For all three types of
prediction categories, the HMM starts with slightly lower predictive power when the entire 4 set are analyzed. However, when the
first second of the delay is excluded, the predictive power of the
HMM exceeds that of the NHPM. Similarly, when the later 2-4 or
3-4 set of the delay are analyzed, the HMM provides significantly
higher predictive power than the NHPM.
These results indicate that in the later part of the delay the
HMM provides additional predictive power by detecting firingrate modulations
that are not time-locked to the appearance of
the visual cue. It is important to note that although all of the
analyzed PSTHs are flat in the later part of the delay, the average
firing rates are typically different in the GO versus NO-GO mode
trials and in the GOr versus GO1 trials. Thus, the NHPM continued to gain some predictive power even in the later part of the
trials, but at a slower rate than the HMM.
Part of the additional predictive power of the HMM might be
achieved by the ability of the HMM to capture concomitant
firing-rate modulations of several units. To test for the contribution of concomitant
firing-rate
modulations
to the predictive
power of the HMM, we analyzed the shuffled data set from one
recording session and used the HMM to predict the behavioral
condition in this data set. In the shuffled data, the spiking activity
of different units is combined randomly across trials of the same
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Figure 12. Percentage
of errors in prediction
of the monkey’s
behavioral
condition
based on the later part of the delay. Thex axis presents the duration
of the analyzed period: 4, the entire 4 set period; 3, l-4 set; 2, 2-4 set; 1, 3-4 sec. The figure presents separately
errors in the prediction
of GO versus
NO-GO
(short dashed line), GOr versus GO1 (solid line), and NGr versus NGl (long dashed line). Chance level is 50%. a, Comparison
of the HMM
(black
lines) and the NHPM
(guy lines). Data are combined
from all recording
sessions. b, Comparison
of the percentage
of errors in prediction
of the behavioral
condition
under the HMM
for the real (black lines) and shuffled (gray lines) data sets of recording
session BL29.
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behavioral condition, so that any concomitant firing-rate modulations that might exist in the data and are not time-locked to the
visual cue are eliminated. Figure 12b shows the predictive ability
of the HMM on the real (black lines) and shuffled @uy lines) data
sets of recoding session BL29.
In this recording session, the HMM provides a slightly higher
predictive power for the real data when the entire 4 set period is
considered. The predictive power of the HMM falls more sharply
for the shuffled data when the early part of the delay is excluded.
For example, in the GO mode, when the monkey has to hold the
direction of the visual cue in memory to perform the task correctly, the predictive power of the HMM in the later 2-4 set falls
dramatically when the shuffled data set is analyzed. These results
suggest that some of the neuronal information
regarding the
direction of the visual cue and the behavioral mode is encoded by
concomitant firing-rate modulations with variable timing.
Thus, although overall the two models predict the behavior with
similar success, our results indicate that this predictive ability is
achieved with a different time course. In the first oeriod 11-1.5
set), which is dominated by the response to the visual cue, the
NHPM has higher predictive power, suggesting that it characterizes the early neuronal response better. In the later part of the
delay, when no time-locked-firing-rate
modulations are observed,
the HMM gains more predictive power, indicating that it characterizes the neuronal activity better.
The lower predictive power of the HMM in the early period of
the trials suggests that the early dynamics of the HMM require a
higher multiplicity of hidden states than our sparse data are able
to reliably detect. The next section provides further support for
this contention.
I

\

Average
firing rates under the HMM
The early period after the presentation
of the visual cue is characterized by relatively large modulations
of the firing rates that
are time-locked
to the presentation
of the visual cue. These
changes are seen clearly in the PSTH of the GOr trials in recording session BL29 (see Fig. 3b).
We would like to measure how well the HMM captures the
firing-rate modulations in the early period of the trials. To measure the average firing rates under the HMM, we first estimate the
average probability
of each one of the hidden states at any
moment. We then use these probabilities to weight the firing rates
of the units in the different states, obtaining an estimate of the
average firing rates under the HMM.
Figure 13 shows these
average firing-rate functions for the six units in the GOr trials of
recording session BL29. For comparison,
Figure 6 shows the
firing-rate functions of the same units when estimated under the
NHPM.
Clearly, the HMM smears the fast modulations
of the firing
rates that are well captured by the NHPM in the early period of
the trials. Unlike the smoothing procedure of the NHPM, the
HMM forces this continuous and complex response into a few
discrete states. Hence, it is not surprising that the predictive
power of the HMM is lower during this early period. We return to
this point in the Discussion.
Contribution
of single units to the predictive
ability
The methods that have been introduced so far use information
about the firing patterns of all of the analyzed neurons. In this
section, we measure the contribution
of individual units to the
predictive ability of the entire recorded set. We compute the
percentage of erroneous predictions
when each of the units is
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Figure 13. Average firing rates of six units in GOr trials of recording
session BL29 under the HMM. The average probability
of each one of the
hidden states at any time step is used as a weighting
vector for the firing
rates in the different
hidden states. For cornparis&,
the average firing
rates of the same units, estimated
under the NHPM
assumptions,
are
shown in Figure 6.

excluded from the data in its turn. To measure the predictive
power of the HMM ,fter elimination
of a unit, we re-estimated
the HMM parameters for the new data. Table 3 shows the effect
of elimination of each one of the eight single units on the predictive ability of the HMM and the NHPM in recording session
BL16.
Table 3 (top) presents the effect of elimination
of a single unit
on the predictive power of the HMM. The elimination
of unit 4
produced maximal degradation
in the prediction of GOr versus
GOl. The elimination
of units 1 and 4 produced large effects on
the prediction of NGr versus NGl, whereas the prediction of the
behavioral mode (GO vs NO-GO) was quite robust to elimination
of any of the units.
The effect of eliminating single units on the predictive power of
the NHPM is illustrated in Table 3 (bottom). As with the HMM
analysis, the elimination
of unit 4 produced maximal degradation
in the prediction
of the stimulus direction in the GO mode.
Elimination
of unit 1 caused maximal deteriorating
effect in the
prediction of the behavioral mode and in the prediction of NGr
versus NGl. Under the NHPM, only a few units contribute information regarding the behavioral condition. The elimination
of
these informative units (1,4, or 8 in this session) produced a much
larger decrease in the predictive power of the NHPM than in the
predictive power of the HMM. However, the other units (2, 3, or
5-7) contributed very little to the predictive power of the NHPM
and, thus, their elimination
affected the predictive power minimally. The elimination
of unit 7 even improved the predictive
ability of the NHPM, suggesting that this unit contributes only
noise.
The HMM is far less sensitive to elimination of single units in
all of the recording sessions that were analyzed. These results can
be attributed to the different ways the models treat the multiunit
activity. The NHPM assumes that units are independent and does
not take into account concomitant modulations of firing rates of
several units. By treating all of the units as one entity, the HMM
obtains additional
information
from the less informative units
and, consequently,
is less sensitive to the elimination
of the
informative units.
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units

5

6

7

8

All

5.1
5.0
9.5

5.1
2.5
11.3

8.5
2.5
9.5

5.6
3.4
9.6

GOriG

6.8
4.2

5.1
3.4

4.1
5.9

12.6

5.6
5.9

NGriNGl

18.2

12.2

9.6

17.4

7.8

Unit

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

All

GOiNG

30.3

5.1

6.8

27.8

7.7

GOriG

2.5
32.2

3.4
9.6

1.7
9.6

47.9
26.9

2.5
7.8

6.4
2.5
8.7

5.6
0.8
6.9

22.2
2.5
8.7

6.4
1.7
7.8

GO/NG

BL16

NGr/NGl

8.1

NHPM

Recording
session BL16 (total of 234 trials). The table indicates
the percentage
of errors in the prediction
of the monkey’s
one at a time, from the data set and when they were all included.
Because of the extensive
computation
time, this analysis
small differences
in the overall percentage
of errors in recording
session BL16 can be seen between
Tables 2 and 3.

DISCUSSION
The applicability
of the HMM to neuronal
activity
A simple sensory-to-motor
transformation
is an inadequate explanation for all but the simplest reflexes. Rather, internal processes
related to goals, plans, and other mental states intervene between
sensory events and overt behavioral responses. Several electrophysiological
studies in monkeys have demonstrated
neuronal
correlates of higher mental processes such as attention, intention,
and memory (for review, see Posner and Petersen, 1990; Desimone et al., 1995). Analysis tools that enable the researcher to
follow neuronal activity that is not governed directly by external
events are likely to play a major role in any quantitative study of
these internal processes.
Thus, the first goal of this study was to introduce an implementation of the HMM that permits investigation of neuronal processes that are not locked in time to external events. We have
shown that the HMM can be applied successfully to the activity of
several neurons that were recorded simultaneously from frontal
cortical areas of a monkey. The HMM detects firing-rate modulations that cannot be detected by measures such as the PSTH,
thus providing important and useful information
concerning the
neuronal activity under study. Our results demonstrate the potential of the HMM in studies of neuronal processes that govern
complex behaviors.
We are aware of three other works that used HMM in analyzing
neuronal activity. Deppisch et al. (1994) used the HMM to analyze oscillatory neuronal activity from cat visual cortex. Radons et
al. (1994) used HMM to analyze single-unit activity obtained by 30
microelectrodes
in area Vl of anesthetized monkeys. Gat and
Tishby (1993) analyzed the same data set as in this study, but they
used low time resolution (500 msec windows shifted by 100 msec)
and disregarded the stimuli and the monkey’s behavior. We refer
to some of the results obtained by the other methods in the
following sections.
The HMM is likely to be a useful tool in the study of other
neuronal processes with variable time course. In principle, the
HMM analysis can be applied even when the response of only one
unit is recorded. In this case, however, the important capacity of
the HMM to detect concomitant firing-rate modulations
would
not be exploited. In addition, the number of states that would be
detected in a single unit’s data is likely to be lower.
In general, the number of hidden states that are supported by a
data set is likely to depend on the number of recorded units, on

behavioral
condition
was not conducted

when units 1-8 were eliminated,
with a jack-knife
procedure.
Thus,

the firing rates of the units, and on the amount of data that were
collected. With our present data, we could detect six to eight
distinct states of neuronal activity reliably. Although these particular numbers are not likely to have any biological significance and
are merely a consequence of the amount and quality of the
analyzed data, our results suggest that the observed states and the
sharp transitions between them reflect real and interesting properties of the neuronal activity of the frontal cortex.
Evidence
for “state”
dynamics
Using the HMM analysis, we detected distinct states of neuronal
activity. Essentially the same states and transition probabilities
were estimated when the algorithm started from differ-ent initial
guess parameters. The probability functions of the hidden states
(Figs. 4 and 5) show that at most moments in time one of the
states is predominant.
The estimated transitions from one predominant state to the other are relatively abrupt, suggesting that
the neuronal system switches quickly from one state to another. In
contrast, in a simulated NHPM data set with the same average
response (Fig. 7) single states did not predominate
in general,
and transitions between states were gradual.
Furthermore,
in the real data, transitions between states are
associated with concomitant changes in the firing rates of several
units, switching from one relatively stationary state to the other
(Fig. 8a). The significance of these concomitant firing-rate modulations was confirmed by analyzing a reorganized
data set in
which the activity of the units was combined randomly across trials
(Fig. 8~). In this shuffled data set, the HMM did not find similar
concomitant modulations
in the later part of the delay (Fig. 9)
demonstrating
that the correlated nature of these firing-rate modulations is a genuine property of the analyzed activity.
Such concomitant firing-rate modulations within a small set of
randomly selected neurons suggest that these neurons actually are
embedded in a large network that switches from one stable
configuration
to another. Additional
evidence for this idea was
presented recently by Vaadia et al. (1995), who analyzed the same
data as in this study by the joint-PSTH
method (Aertsen et al.,
1989). They describe dynamic modulations
of coherent activity
that appear on a short time scale in relation to behavioral events,
even without modification of the average firing rates.
Further support for the significance of the neuronal states
detected by the HMM was given by Gat and Tishby (1993).
Comparison of their results and ours (Abeles et al., 1995) dem-
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onstrates that some of the states that were detected by the two
methods share the same firing rates. This result suggests that the
recorded neuronal activity is describable by a relatively limited
number of states and, thus, that some of the states that were
detected in the delay period appear also when the monkey is in
other behavioral contexts (e.g., intertrial interval). In addition,
Abeles et al. (1995) report that the pairwise correlations between
the units varied between the different states that were detected
using the 500 msec windows. Thus, a transition from one neuronal
state to another is associated not only with concomitant modulations of the firing rates of several units, but also with a change in
the statistical structure of the inputs to these cells (e.g., changes in
common inputs). This result provides additional support for the
global nature of the detected states.
Interestingly, our results suggest that sustained neuronal activity,
as observed by methods of PSTH analysis, could be subject to further
analysis. For example, several researchers described sustained neuronal activity in frontal, temporal, and parietal cortical areas during
delay periods of common behavioral tasks such as delayed-match-tosample, delayed localization, or remembered saccads (Fuster, 1973;
Tanji et al., 1980; Wise et al., 1983; Gnat and Andersen, 1988;
Miyashita and Chang, 1988; Funahashi et al., 1989, 1993; Motter,
1994; Sawaguchi et al., 1994). This delay activity has been implicated
to play a role in working memory, planning of movements, and
attention mechanisms. In some of these cases, what appears to be
one homogeneous state of sustained delay activity actually may be
comprised of several distinct neuronal states with variable transition
times between them, as we observe in the later part of the delay.
Thus, further analysis of such delay activity using the HMM may
provide useful information concerning the internal processes taking
place during the delay period.
How can we interpret
the neuronal
states?
The most tempting interpretation
of our results is that the observed states reflect some higher processes that take place during
the delay period. However, some of the neuronal states might be
related to uncontrolled
motor events. In this study, we monitored
only horizontal
eye movements. Usually, the monkey fixated the
ready light and made only a few horizontal saccades in the first 4
set of the delay. We cannot eliminate the possibility, however,
that these states are related to some unobservable movements or
changes in muscular tone during the analyzed period. Even if this
is the case, the HMM provides useful information
that is unobtainable by conventional
methods. In future studies, it will be
interesting to search for motor or behavioral correlates of the
neuronal states that are detected by the HMM.
Prediction
of the behavior:
comparison
of the HMM
and the NHPM
The HMM and the NHPM predict the monkey’s response correctly in -90% of the trials (Table 2) but differ in the time course
over which they achieve their predictive power (Fig. L&z). In the
early part of the delay, the NHPM gains more predictive power
than the HMM. When this early period activity is excluded from
the data set, the HMM shows significantly higher predictive power
(Fig. 12~~). Thus, in the later part of the delay the HMM provides
new and useful information that cannot be obtained otherwisethe identification
of discrete and stable neuronal states that are
specific to the monkey’s behavioral condition. When a shuffled
data set was subjected to the HMM analysis, the predictive power
of the HMM in the later part of the delay fell significantly. Thus,
part of this additional predictive power is achieved by the ability
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Two types of underlying
dynamics
Why do the HMM and the NHPM gain predictive power with
different time courses? The first second or so after the presentation of the visual cue is marked by large firing-rate modulations
that are time-locked
to the visual cue and are depicted in the
PSTH. These modulations
appear to be gradual, are consistent
from trial to trial and, therefore, are well captured by the NHPM.
The HMM, however, assumes that a relatively small number of
states with sharp transitions between them describes the entire
data set. This assumption makes the HMM less appropriate
for
modeling the early-period
activity (Fig. 13).
Had we recorded from more than six to eight units over more
trials, the data might have allowed the estimation
of more
HMM states. Such an HMM with a large number of hidden
states would be similar to an NHPM, but it would have the
additional
advantage of detecting firing-rate
modulations
that
occur at variable times in different trials. Such a model may
surpass the NHPM even in the early period of the trials. If,
however, when increasing the number of recorded
units the
firing-rate modulations
of the additional
neurons turn out to be
uncorrelated
with the ones in the recorded set, the NHPM still
might be superior.
Our main interest here is in the later period of the trials, when
cognitive operations related to memory and planning of movements
are likely to occur, and when no time-locked modulations of firing
rates can be observed. In this later period, whereas the PSTHs of the
units are basically flat, the HMM detects distinct states of activity
with sharp transitions between them in individual trials. The higher
predictive power of the HMM in this later period, relative to the
NHPM, provides strong support for the relevance of the detected
states to the monkey’s behavior. Further support for the significance
of the detected states and the concomitant firing-rate modulations by
which they are depicted is provided by the relative robustness of the
HMM to the elimination of single units from the data set (Table 3).
Radons et al. (1994) report that the classification performance of
a linear classifier, which corresponds to an NHPM, is similar and
even better than that of the best HMMs. This result is in accordance
with the superior performance of the NHPM that we observe in the
early period of the delay, when neuronal activity is driven primarily
by the visual stimulus. The results of Radons et al. (1994) suggest that
in such periods the local estimates of the firing rates are relatively
independent (between different neurons and disjointed time steps)
and, therefore, an NHPM provides a more appropriate description
of the neuronal data. Our results suggest, however, that neuronal
activity in the frontal cortex can display different characteristics; in
the later period of the trials, units exhibit highly correlated firing-rate
modulations.
Together, our results suggest that different types of network
dynamics characterize the early and the later neuronal response in
the frontal cortex during the delay. The initial response after the
visual stimulus is characterized by smooth and continuous neuronal dynamics that are time-locked
to the stimuli and, thus, are
explained best by models such as the NHPM. In this period, the
states that are detected by the HMM can be viewed as a coarse,
discrete approximation
of continuous multiunit dynamics. However, in the later period, in which higher processes such as working
memory and planning of movements are likely to take place,
neuronal activity undergoes state changes that are not time-locked
to external events. The underlying neuronal states revealed by the
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1. A formal
introduction
to the HMM
Under
the HMM,
neuronal
activity
is assumed to be governed
by a
Markov
chain of hidden states, whereas in each of these states neurons
fire according
to independent
homogeneous
Poisson processes.
Let X, be the state at time step t (1 5 t 5 7’). Define the transition
matrix P as P(i, j) = P(X,+ , = jlX, = i), the probability
to move from state
i to state j at any time step t, and the initialprobability
vectorfi
asf,(i)
=
P(X, = i), the probability
that the system starts in state i.
Neglecting
the unlikely event of simultaneous
firing of more than one of
the N units at any time step of 1 msec, let Y, = 0 under quiescence and Y, =
i if unit i fired at time step t. We thus have the observed spike train YT = Y,,
Y2, . ., YF Under this model, Y, is assumed to be conditionally
independent,
given X,, of all of the (X,Y) data related to the other time steps.
Define the channel matrix Q as Q(i, j) = P(Yr = jlX, = i), the probability
that unit j fires at time step t, given that the hidden state is i, with Q(i,O)
= 1 - Fz1 Q (i, j) These probabilities
can be viewed as the instantaneous firing rates per time step. For example, a probability
Q(i, j) = 5 X
lo-“/msec
that unit j will fire, given that the hidden state is i, corresponds
to an average firing rate of 5 spikesisec.
Summarizing,
the model is characterized
fully by the parametersf,,
P,
and Q. We need to compute
in terms of these parameters
(1) the
likelihood
of a given spike train (see Eq. 5), and (2) the conditional
probability
of each hidden state at any time step, given the observed
spike
train (see Eq. 6).
To derive these quantities,
we need to introduce
a somewhat
elaborate
numerical
structure
from which the conditional
probabilities
of the hidden states and the likelihood
of the observations
YT will follow.
Let
= P (Y, = y,, Y2 = y*,

., Y, = yt, x, = i)

(1)

be the fotward
vector, which gives the probability
of the partial firing
history until time step t, with the specification
that the hidden state at
time f is i, and let
b,(i)

= P(Y,

= y,, Y,+l = Y,+~, . . ., YT = y+X,

(2)

= i)

be the backward
vector, which gives the probability
of the partial firing
history from time t until the end of the trial, given that the state at time t is
i. It is easy to evaluate the forward
vectors f and the backward
vectors b
recursively.
Take f, as given and let b7+, be a vector of ones. Then denoting
cyI>Y,+l, ” ‘>ym) by y;” and letting P’ to be the transpose of the matrix P,
fi+l(j)

= PVf
= C

= YL Y,+, = Y[+~, X,+,
P(Yi

=yL

= ~PO’l =Y

this, we get the likelihood

f&P

= (f”

fXi)Q

= j)

Xl = i, Y,+, =Y,+I,

LX,

=

P(ij)Q(j,y,+J

Z+,

=i)

= P (Y: = yflX,

= i)

= C

Xl+,

P(Y,

=Y,,

=2

Q(~,Y,)P(~,M(Y;~;,

=2

Q G,yJP(i,jP,+l(j)
(4~~).
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(3)

= j)

&+l,

(5)

P(Yi=yI,X,=i,k;T,l=yf,l)
P(Y:‘ = y:)

P(x,=ilY:=yT)=

4X,+,
=j,
P(YT = y;‘)

PWi=yLZ=

=c
i

Cl

=yF+J

(6)
=

~,f,G)PWb,+~(j)
ftY)

= f,GWb,+d(i)
fOt)

2. The algorithm
for the estimation
of the HMM
parameters
The estimation
of the transition
probability
and channel
matrices
is
performed
by the Baum-Welch
algorithm
(Baum,
1970; Jaung, 1984;
Rabiner,
1989) which today, from a historical
perspective,
is viewed as a
special case of the expectation
maximization
(EM) algorithm
(Dempster
et al., 1977). The rationale
behind the EM algorithm
is simple. If we
assume some model parameters
(P and Q in our subject matter),
then we
can expect to see approximately
8, P(X, = i, X,,, = jlYT, visits to (i,j) in
consecutive
time steps. Hence, we expect P”‘“(i, j) (see Eq. 7) to be close
to P(i,j),
and a similarly
defined
Q”“”
(see Eq. 8) to be close to Q.
Maximum
likelihood
estimators
P and & have the self-confirmation
replaces P and Q by Pnrw
property
pew = P,pw
= Q. The EM algorithm
reaching a limiting
pair (p,&) that self-confirms.
Its
and Q new iteratively,
stability is related to the fact (Dempster
et al., 1977) that the likelihood
increases in every iteration.
Letting the sample be composed
of the n historiesy”)
= (,v:‘)(‘) = Cy{‘),
yy’ > >yy’) >y(2) = (y:)(‘),
., y(“) = Cy#“),
the update equation for Pnzw
is

P”c”(i’j)=

Xi=1

G,j)Q (j,y,+J

Cz=,

= Cm

Ck

P(X,

x,5,

= i,X,+,

P (X, = i, X,,,

c

= jlYT=y(k’)

P(X,=i,X,+,=mIYT=yCk’)
= j, YT = y@‘)/P

C,P(X,=i,X,+,

f'"'%,j)

(j,y,+J,

k c

=m,
,f,G)br+di)/f

(Y;’ = yCk’)

Y~=y’k’)/P(Y~=y’k’)
C.P')
(7)

YTi, =yL,IX,

=Y~+~IX~+I

=fi’

=y:+,Kl+,

where f is arbitrary.
In particular,
taking t = T, because b,,, is defined to
be a vector of ones, f(y) = C, fT(i).
These forward
and backward
vectors allow us to evaluate not only the
global likelihood
of a given trial, but also the conditional
probabilities
of
the hidden states at any time step t, given the entire single trial’s spike
train:

= cm
where f(y)
Q ‘leW is

p"'%,m)

= P(YT

c

Qncwci’j)

= i)

=j)

(4)

= cm

= J7Ey,,

k c

rfr(4br+dm)if

by Equation

CV'? '
5. The update

CTzlP(X,=i,
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c
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y = yT as

= i)P(i,j)P(YI:,

= i f,W’Wbt+,W
hi

-&

= W,+dG)Q

=yi,X,

XI=, Cz,

or in words, the probability
of a partial history until time step t + 1 with the
specification
of the hidden state at that time is expressible
using the corresponding terms for time step t and the observed datum yt+r. Similarly,
b,(i)

of an observation

= CP(Y:

C k C,
= c
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the simultaneous
of one of them

estimation
if the other

of the matrices
is given.

P and

3. A formal presentation
of the NHPM
Under the NHPM,
we assume that during every msec t (1 5 t 5 4000) at
most one neuron
fires, and the distribution
of the firing neuron
under
behavioral
condition
i at time t is given by:
neuron

I

1

probability

(

hj”(t)

2
hi’(t)

none

N
.

h!(t)

A!;)(t) =

1 - c:,

A)‘(t).

We further
assume that the firing pattern
in disjoint
time intervals
independent.
Our model parameters
are the A functions
(expressed
firing rates per time step of 1 msec).
Under these assumptions,
the probability
under behavioral
condition
of an observation
(y,, y,,
., y,,,,)
with 0 5 yt 5 N is:

is
as
i

400”
fi”cy) = n h;‘(t).
i=i
4. A note on the prediction
procedure
The intuitive
procedure
that we use to predict
the monkey’s
(Fig. 11) is a simple example of Bayesian prediction.
Under the
used in Equation
9, letting K be the number of possible behavioral
if we are a priori indifferent
between
the behavioral
conditions
case, this is reasonable
because the number
of trials in the
behavioral
conditions
is similar), then using Bayes formula,
the
probability
of behavioral
condition
i is

behavior
notation
classes,
(in our
different
posterior

We therefore
use a maximal
posterior
probability
measure and predict
to be the behavioral
condition
for which P(i I Y = y) is maximal.

i
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